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The local asymptotic normality (LAN) of the log-likelihood ratio for a class of Markovian onlinear 
time series models is established using the approach of quadratic mean differentiability. The error process 
in the models considered is not necessarily Gaussian. As a consequence of the LAN property, asymptoti- 
cally optimal estimators of the model parameters are derived. Also, asymptotically efficient tests for 
linearity are constructed. Several examples are discussed as special cases. 
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Nonlinear autoregressive processes * test for linearity * efficient estimation 
Our main goal in this paper is to establish the local asymptotic normality (LAN) 
of the log-likelihood ratio for a class of Markovian nonlinear time series models 
via the quadratic mean differentiability. See Tong (1990) for a background on 
nonlinear time series. The error process {E,} in the models under consideration is 
not necessarily GauCan. See Akriras and Johnson (1982) and Swensen (1985) for 
the LAN property for linear autoregressive processes. Recently, Kreiss (1987) has 
established the LAN property for linear autoregressive moving average (AR 
processes. Hwang and Basawa (1991) have derived the LAN property for a subclass 
of nonlinear time series models assuming that the error process (E,) is Gaussian. III 
the special case, when {E,} is Gaussian, the likelihood function turns out to be a 
member of the conditional exponential family (Feigin, 1981) and consequently, the 
LAN property can be derived via the classical methods (see 
1991, for details). In this paper, we relax the norma assumption on {E,} 
the more genera he quadratic mean erentiability to est 
larging the class of models which can be treate 
by the LAN approach. 
otivate the derivation of the LAN property and the resulti 
tests we first collect together (for ready refere 
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The local asymptotic normality (LAN) 
Consider a sequence of random variables Y, , C, . . . defined on a probability space 
(a, A, &) where 0 and A denote respectively the sample space and the a-field and 
&, is a probability measure indexed by an unknown parameter 9 E @ c IFK Let A, 
be the c-field generated by ( Y,, . . . , Y,,) and P,t,H denote the restriction of P7 to 
A,,. Let 8 be arbitrarily chosen but a fixed parameter value in @ and consider the 
following log-likelihood ratio: 
X, = logi Pn.B,,l PII,H), 6, = 0 + wh W) 
where pn,@ is the density corresponding to P,z,H with respect to some g-finite measure 
p,, and h is a fixed p x 1 vector of real numbers. 
nition 1.1 (LAN, Score, Information). A family { P,,,B, 8 E 0) (or A,,) is said to 
be locally asymptotically normal (LAN) at 0 if there exists a sequence of random 
vectors {SJ 0)) and a positive definite matrix F( 0) satisfying 
(i) /la” = hTS,,( 0) -ih7‘r( @)\I -t- oP( 1) under P,,H, for any h, 0.2) 
and 
(ii) S,,( 0) : N(0, r( 0)) under P,, (j’p . (1.3) 
where S,J 0) and F( 6) are referred to as the score and information, respectively. 
As a consequence of the LAN property, the log-likelihood ratio A,, is asymptoti- 
cally normal with mean -~h’r(e)h and variance hTT( 0)h, which in turn implies 
that the sequence {P,I,H,,} is contiguous to { P,I,,) in the sense that, for any A,- 
measurable random variable T,,, T,, + 0 in probability under P,,qH, implies T,, + 0 in 
probability under P,I,H,,. The concept of contiguity is very useful in asymptotic theory 
in that it facilitates the derivation of the non-null limiting distribution of a statistic 
from the null limit distribution. 
Roussas (1972) considered the problem of asymptotic expansion of the log- 
likelihood ratio A, for a stationary and ergodic Markov process. Let { Y,, t 2 0) be 
a Markov process defined on a probability space (0, A, PH) where 8 E @, an open 
subset in IV. s+pose for each 0 E 0, { Y,, t = 0, 1, . . .} is stationary and ergodic and 
let gH(y, cu) denote the stationary transition density. 
We first give the following definition which will be used in the derivation of the 
LAN property for stationary and ergodic Markov processes. 
uadratic mean differentiability). A random variable g( 0) is said to 
be differentiable in quadratic mean at 8 when the probability measure P is employed 
if, as A + 0, under P, 
‘g( 0) uniformly in boun (l-4) 
where the p x 1 random vector g( 0) is referred to as the derivative in quadratic mean. 
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We consider the (conditional) log-likelihood ratio A,, which is given by 
&I = log{ &I ( 61 )I L,, ( Q )I, 
where e,, = 8+ h/h with b being a fixed point in 0 and L,(O) is the likelihood 
function of ( YI, . . . , Y,,) under PO, conditional on Y,,. It is assumed throughout 
that the density of Y0 does not depend on 8. 
The following theorem due to Roussas (1972, pp. 53-54) gives the LAN property 
of A, via the quadratic mean differentiability criterion. 
Theorem 1.1, If the square root-ratio of the transition density 
{go4 Y,, YH)/g,( Y,, YH)I”’ is differentiable m yuadratrc mean with respect o 8* 
at the point 8* = 8 when PO is employed, then we have the LAN property of A,, with 
the score §,,( 6) and the information P( 0) given by 
S,,( 0) = 2n-'/2 i d,(e) 
/=t 
(1.5) 
and 
r(e) =4i50($,(ej&19u, 0.6) 
where $,( 0) is the derivative in quadratic mean of {gH*( Y,, Yt-,)/g,( Y,, Y,_,))“2 with 
respect o e* at e* = e when PO is employed. Cl 
Asymptotic optimality of estimators 
Suppose that the family {P,+ 8 E 0) satisfies the LAN property at 8 for each 0 E 0. 
In order to discuss the asymptotic optimality of an estimator, we need to define a 
class of ‘regular’ estimators (see, for instance, Hall and Mathiason 1990). 
Definition 1.3 (Regular estimator). An estimator e^z of 8 is said to be regular if 
&( e^E - e,,) : N(0, X’( 0)) under P,,H,,, (1.7) 
where 8, = 8+ h/h with h being any given p x 1 vector of constants and X1( 0) 
depends on 0 but not on h. 
Let C denote the class of all regular estimators, ie., 
C = (e^z; e^z is regular}. (1.8) 
It is known (see Hall and athiason, 1990) that 
E-‘(e)~r-‘(e) foreach $E Q, (1.9) 
that is, X”( 8) - r-‘( 0) is non-negative definite. We thus define a regular esti 
& to be asy totically optimal among estimators in C if 
A( t?, - 0,) : N(0, r-‘( 0)) under P,,,Ot,. (1.10) 
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Let us consider an estimator i,, (which will be referred to as one-step MLE) 
defined by 
68 = T,, + P( K$S,,( a,,)&“, (1.1111) 
where T, is a preliminary &-consistent estimator of 0, i.e., &I( T,, - 0) is bounded 
in probability and F and Sn are as defined in Definition 1.1. The following result 
states that & in (1.11) is regular and asymptotically optimal in the sense of (1.10). 
athiason, 1990). Suppose { Pn,O} possesses khe LANproperky 
with khe score Sn ( 0) and the information r( 0). If r( 6) is conkinuous in 6 and 
S~(T,)=S,,(8)-r(8)~(T,,-8)+0,(1) under PnH, . (1.12) 
where & is a &consistent estimator appearing in (l.ll), then & in (1.1)) is regular 
and asymptotically optimal, i.e., 
A/$ 6,, - O,,) L N(Q, r-‘( 6)) under Pt,,H,,. (1.13) 
consequently, QS n + CO, 
fi(t&6)~N(O,T’(8)) under Pt,+ Cl . (1.14) 
Note that we have, in fact, a class of asymptotically optimal estimators ince any 
&-consistent estimator T, yields a one-step MLE. Finally, it should be mentioned 
that the one-step MLE & is known to be asymptotically optimal under various other 
optimality criteria, for instance, according to the limiting risk criterion and in the 
sense of limiting F +bility of concentration (see Basawa and Scott, 1983, for 
details). 
Asymptotic opkimaliky of tests 
In what follows, { Pn,H} is assumed to have the LAN property with the score Sn( 6) 
and the information r(O). 
e first consider the problem of testing a simple hypothesis 
: ti =I OC, against ), : 0 = &, 
where OO is a fixed parameter value in 0 c UP and 6: = 8,+ h/h. For given cy 
e an arbitrary test ~urr~tion with limiting size a! of the form, 
is a test statistic and (k,} is a sequence of constants. 
it exists and it can 
(1.16) 
n--z 
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where z1 _cy an are the upper cu-th percentile and the distribution functio 
the standard normal distribution respectively and 7 = (/I?( &)lr )I’*. It is known 
that a limiting size cx test based on the score S,,( 8,,) of the form, 
e= 1 if h’S,,( t&j 2 k,, 
0 otherwise, 
(1.17) 
is asymptotically optimal among the class of limiting size c1! tests in the sense that 
4: attains the equality in (1.14). 
For tests of composite hypotheses, we partition 8 into (e,, 0,) with 6r being 
r-dimensional and O2 being (a - r)-dimensional, h into (h,, h2), S&l) into (S,(8), 
S,(O)) and &, which is a one-step MLE, into ( iln, &,). Also, in accordance with 
8 = (8,, 02jT, r( 0) is partitioned into 
r(e)= 
[ 
Luw12(~) 
I[ 
r’ye)r”(e) 1 
L(e)L(e) = r*‘(e)r’*( ej ’ 1 
where 
r”w = (LW -r,*(ejr,_,(e)r,,(e))-‘. 
Consider testing the composite hypothesis 
H: 8, = & against K, : 6, = &,+ h,/&i, 
(1.18) 
(1_19j 
( 1.20) 
where O2 is treated as a nuisance parameter in both H and K,. 
The likelihood ratio statistic is 
Q In = 2 log(LomA-I)~, (11.21) 
where 6, = (&, 6*,)’ for which i20 is the restricted one-step MLE of & which may 
be chosen as 
e;, = f2n +G!(hh t*n)Sz(810, t*nW’2, (1.22) 
where t2n is a &-consistent estimator of & under H. 
The Wald statistic is 
Q 2n = I& - e~ojT{r~~(in~~-‘(e^,, - e,()j. (1.23) 
The Rao Score statistic is 
Q 3n = s,(e^,jTr”(~,js,(e^,). 
Ht is known that under LAN a larity conditions, 
three test statistics are asym totically equivalent in a sense to be stated in 
asawa and Koul, 1979; asawa, 1985,19 all an i;aS 
where 8, =s+Il/Jn. 
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efinition 1.5 ( WAN). (P,, fj, 8 E 0) (or II,,) is said to have the uniform local 
asymptotic normality (ULAN) property if for each 8 c @ LAN holds and 
supIn,,-hTS,,(B)+~hTT(8)hJ=o,( 1) under&, 
lo 
(1.26) 
where the sup is taken over the set {II: 1121 s Ad}, for some fixed constant 0 < ha < 00. 
ewem .3 (Hall and Mathiason, 1990). Zf A,, has the ULAN property, S,(6) is 
regular and r( %) is continuous, then Qill, i = 1,2,3, are asymptotically equivalent, i.e., 
Q,n - Q2,, = oP( 1) and QZ,, - Q3n = oP( 1), under H: 0, = 6,,,. (1.27) 
Furthermore, each statistic is asymptotically optimal in the sense that it has a maximum 
power among the class of all quadratic form tests (see, Hall and Mathiason, 1990, for 
de$nition). The common limiting distribution is the chi-square distribution with r degrees 
of freedom under H, and it is the non-central chi-square distribution with the noncen- 
trality parameter S = hT(T”( 0~))‘h, with OH = (t&, tl# under K,,. q 
In Section 2, we are concerned with the derivation of the derivative in quadratic 
mean for a first-order stationary nonlinear time series { Y1, t 2 0) generated from the 
equation, 
Y,=H,(Y,_,,z,)+q. t-1,2 ,..a, (1.28) 
where {E,} and (2,) are zero mean independent processes (possibly non-Gaussian) 
with {E,} being a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, {z,}, q-dimensional i.i.8. random 
vectors, H&;), a known function of Y, _ 1, z, and 6, 8 E @, an open sub-set of IFP’, 
and E, and z, are independent of Y,, s < t. As special cases, this class includes 
RCAR( l), EAR(l), TAR(l), RCEAR( 1) and RCTAR( 1) models with the following 
choices of H@(x, y): 
(Random coefficient AR( 1)) RCAR( 1): 
H,(x, y) = (8 + y)x; 
(Thresholgl f 3( 1)) TAR( 1): 
w,(x, y) = 6,x+ + &x- ; 
(Exponential AR( 1)) EAR( 1): 
(Random coefficient exponential AR( 1)) RCEAR( 1): 
(.w)=[(&-t.y,)+(&+y,)exp(-x’)]x withy=(y,,y#; 
( an 
HH(X,_Y)=(~,+~~)X++(~~+~~),Y-’ with y=(y,, Y?)~. 
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This class also includes the usual first-order linear autoregressive processes. By 
Theorem 1.1, the LAN property of the model in (1.28) is an immediate consequence 
of the quadratic mean difierentiability of the model. The derivative in quadratic 
mean is obtained in Section 2. 
In Sections 3 and 4, ?rict our attention to the case when z, is degenerate 
at zero in equation (1.20). consequently, we consider a model of the form 
Yt=H,(Y,_,)+E,, a=l,2,..., (1.29) 
which we shall refer to as the nonlinear autoregressive process throghout this paper, 
Given the sample, YO, Y,, . . . , Y,, a preliminary estimator of 8 in (1.29) can be 
obtained by the conditional least squares method of Klimko and Nelson (1978). 
The (conditional) least squares estimator is obtained by minimizing Qn with respect 
to 0, where 
(1.30) 
Section 3 presents a set of regularity conditions under which the ULAN property 
(see De~nition 1.5) and the regularity of the score (see Definition 1 A) can be derived. 
Consequently, a class of asymptotically optimal one-step M LEs (see (1.11)) can be 
obtained using the above conditional least squares estimator as a preliminary 
&consistent estimator of 6. As an application of the results in Section 3, the test 
of linearity of the nonlinear autoregressive process defined in (1.29) is considered 
in Section 4. More specifically, we consider the hypothesis: 
II: The true model is a first-order, linear autoregressive process. 
We develop three test statistics for testing linearity and it is shown that these are 
asymptotically equivalent and optimal in the sense of Theorem 1.3. Both the null 
and the non-null limiting distributions of the three test statistics are also derived. 
Section 5 is concerned with a generalization of the results in Sections 2 to 4 to 
the kth order model specified by 
Y, = HI,@(1, CY t-1 3 &WI+ l l a + I-p,,,,k,I: X-k, ~,(wl+ Et* (1.31) 
This extension easily follows from the simple modification of the conditions in 
Sections 2 to 4 and therefore we give the main results only, omitting some details. 
Finally, a non-standard example, the LAN property of the nonlinear auto- 
regressive process specified in (1.29) with double exponential errors is discussed in 
Section 6. 
Y, be a sequence of random variables generated from the mo 
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where E, and z, are not necessarily normally distributed. First note that, from the 
i.i.d. assumption on {E,} and {z,}, it follows that { Y,, f 2 0) is a Markov process. 
Denoting by g,(y, Iy,_ I) the conditional density of Y, given Y, _ l = y,_ I ) we have 
gdYllY,-1) = 
I 
f I[Y, - fMY,-, 9 z,)l dWd, cw 
where f and Iw represent the density of E, and the distribution function of Z, 
respectively. Throughout this section, we shall assume the following: 
Differentiability under the integral sign: 
-$ f[Yt-Pl,(Y,-*,z,)ldM(z,)= I I ~/[Y,-H,(Y,-,,z,)ldM(z,). 
tion 2. For any 0* and 8 E @ H& Y,_, , z,) - HH( Y, _, , z,) does not depend 
on z,. 
Note that Assumption 2 is clearly satisfied for nonlinear models listed in Section 
1. ,\s regards Assumption 1, we first note that it is trivially satisfied if {z,} is degenerate 
or a finitely valued random vector. For the general {z,} one can verify (2.2) as 
follows. l[n order to check 
a 
ae, I f[ ~t-H,(~*-,,z,)ldM(z,)= I ~.f[y,-H,(y,-,,z,)ldM(z,i, i=l,...,p, I 
it is enough to show that, for all I!& in an open interval (a, b) of &, there exists an 
integrable function G(z,) such that 
with 8=(0,, . . . , &_,, tTi, t&+,, . . . , $)‘, 
where G(z,) is free fror!a ei (see Cramer, 1946, pp. 67-68). Due to the special 
structure 4. nr for the models in Section 1, we have 
;f[Y,-H,l(Y,-,, Z,)] = Cf’[_Yt - h-l,‘(Yt--* 9 zt)19 
I 
where Ci is free from Bi and z,. Comsequvntly, Assumption 1 is satisfied (for the 
models sited in Section I) for any density f of F, such that, for all ;i in some open 
interval about q = 0, df (x - v )/a~ evaluated at v - ;i is dominated by a function 
g(x) (which is free from 7) with 
where is the q-dimensional vector of ones. 
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The likelihood function L,,(8) based on Yo, . . . , Y,, and conditional to YO can 
be written as 
where gO(y,ly,_l) is as defined in (2.1). Defining ~$,(e*, 6) as 
40*, @) = C&4 Y, I Y,-J&d Y, I Lw’*, (2.4) 
the likelihood ratio A,, is then seen to be 
From Theorem 1.1, the LAN property follows readily from the differentiability in 
quadratic mean of &( O*, 0) with respect to O* at 8* = 8 when the probability 
measure P0 is employed. We first state two well-known lemmas which will be used 
to derive the derivative in quadratic mean of +,( 8*, 0). 
Lemma 2.1 (Vitali). Let { Y,} and Y be random variables dejned on the probability 
space(i&A,P).7henY,,~ifandonlyifY,,~ YandEIY,,(‘+ElYI’<~,where~ 
indicates convergence in the rth mean. q 
Lemma 2.2 (Fatou). Let { Y,,, n = 0, 1, . . . > be a sequence of non-negative random 
variables. Then we have, as n + 00, 
E(lim inf Y,.,) s lim inf EY,,. 0 
If we denote by V H,-, (0) the gradient of HH( Y, _, , z,), with respect o 8 evaluated 
at 0, it follows from Assumption 2 that V H,_,( 0) is free of z, and hence the pointwise 
derivative of #5,( 8*, 8) with respect to O* at O* = 8 turns out to be 
ww*, 0) = -VH,_,(8) Jf'[ y, - Hd y,-, , z,jl dWz,) 
de* 
(2.6) 
fl*=t) 2Jf[y,-H,(y,-,,z,)ldM(z,)' 
where the prime denotes the differentiation. It should be pointed out that, provided 
the derivative in quadratic mean of +,( 8*, 0) exists and is denoted by d,(O), the 
following identity should hold: 
&w = aMe*, 0) ?e* . (2.7) f3*=0 
The following theorem (Theorem 2.1) states that &( 9 j defined in (2.7) is indeed 
the derivative in quadratic mean of &( 9*, 0) with respect to 8* at 8* = 8 when PH 
is employed. Firit, consider the following regularity condition: 
(C) There exists a random variable KH( Y, _. , ) and a positive constant c (W 
on 0) such that for all g with 16 81~ C, 
IvM,-Sal s Kd Y,-,I WI 
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and 
Under condition (C), we have as h + 0, 
i{$,(O+hh, @)-I}2 hT&(,), 
where h is a given p x 1 vector of constants and d,(6) is given in (2.7). 
Note that from Lemma 2.1, it follows that (2.10) is equivalent to 
1 
2 69 + EH[ h*$,( O)]‘, as A + 0, 
since 
GW 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
h-‘{4,(e+hh, e)-i}+h*&(e) 
pointwise, and hence trivially in probability. By Fatou’s Lemma, (2.11) follows if 
we show that 
2 limsup E 
1 
i{+,(O+hh, 0)-l} 1 =s EJ hT&( e)]“. (2.12) A+0 
Denoting H,_,(e) = HH( Y,-, , z,) and S = hhTVH,_,(@ with c to be specified later, 
using similar arguments to those in Akritas and Johnson (1982), we have 
Wh(e+~h, 0) - VI hi 
’ d/dv If [y, - K-W - v] dM(z,) 
;JIf [y, - e-,w - 4 dM(z,i 
dv ’ dy,, 
where $ in S = Ah rV _, (8) is between e + Ah ano 8. Note that the last equality 
holds since S is free from z,. It then follows from Holder’s inequality that 
cc 2 
w dv dy,. 
-CC 
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Consequently, we have 
EelM(~+~h, W- 0’) Ll 
J~PLwI~w~,~ ” y_ 
2Jf[Y,-H,_,(e)]dM(z,) II 1 ’ ’ ’ (2.13) 
101 
Since 6” is Y,_, -measurable, taking expectation on both sides in (2.13), we finally 
have 
1 
2 
43 ~Idb(e+~h w-0 
c EH hTVH,_,(& 
Jf’E~-H6)(~-,,Z,)dM(Z,) ’ 1 2Jf[II-HH(~-,,Z,)dM:z,) l (2.14) 
By virtue of the condition (C), using the dominated convergence theorem, we can 
verify the result in (2.12). Hence the proof is completed. Cl 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1, we establish the LAN property 
for the model in (1.28) in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Under condition (C), we have under P,-probability, 
4, = hTS,,(B)-;hTT(B)h+o,(l), 
where 
A, = ~og[L,,~~,,)/L,,(~)l= 2 i mt,, 0) with 0, = o+ h/x6, 
f=l 
S,(e) =2n-I/’ i i,(e), 
l=l 
and 4, ( 0) is dejned in (2.7). El 
For a nonlinear autoregressive process given by 
v, = NH( Y,-,)+ &r, 
condition (C) cam be simplified fur-t 
(Cl) There exist a square-integrable (under PO) random variable 
positive constant c such that for all I? with I&- 81~ c, 
where VH,_,($ represents aH,( Y+,)/&9 at 8 = 6 
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hleorem 2.3. FW a nonlinear autoregressive process given by Y, = HO ( Y, _ , ) + E,, under 
condition (Cl), we have the LANproperty with 
f( 
S,(e) = -n-“’ i VH,_,(@ 2: p X 1 vector 
f=l E, 
(2.15) 
and 
r(e)=E,[(VH,_,(e))(VH,_,(e>)‘]~i,: pxp matrix, (2.16) 
where E, = Y, - H& Y,_,), VH,-,(e) denotes, as before, aH,( Y,_,)/M and i, is dejned 
to be E[fb,)ifb,)~28 
ark 2.2. Theorem 2.3 can be viewed as a generalization of the result for linear 
autoregressive processes in Akritas and Johnson (1982) to nonlinear autoregressive 
processes. 
eorem 2.3. The proof will follow if we can show that (Cl) implies (C). 
First note that Y,-, is independent of E,. Condition (C) is then equivalent to 
&[&A L)12 l 4 < 00, (2.17) 
which is implied by the square-integrability of K,( Y,_,). Hence the proof is 
compieted. q 
We now discuss the verification of condition (C) (or (Cl) for nonlinear 
autoregressive processes) for some specific nonlinear time series models. For 
RCAR( 1) by choosing &( Y& simply as Y,+ , condition (C) can be easily verified. 
For RCEAR(l) and RCTAR(1) models respectively, it is clear that the condition 
(C) is equivalent to “stationary moments exist up to appropriate order”. However, 
the conditions under which the stationary moments up to certain order exist are 
not available as yet for some nonlinear models and we shall leave this open for 
fuiure study It is worth noting that when ({E,}, (z, ,} and { z,~}) are assumed normal, 
we can avoid trnese difficulties via the conditional exponential family argument as 
shown by Hwang and Basawa (1991). On the other hand, for nonlinear autorcgressive 
processes specified in (8.29), the simi I&cd condition (Cl) can be used to derive 
the LAN property. For EAR( 1) and TAR(I) models, it is not difficult to SW that 
the condition (Cl) is equivalent to 
EY;-, <m, (2.18) 
e existence of the third moment of E,. Consequently, the LAN 
odels can be obtained under a variety of 
s, logistic and t-distribution 
with degrees of freedom 23. 
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hear autoregressive recesses: Asymptotic inference 
Consider a nonlinear autoregressive process { Y,, t 2 0) generated from 
Y,=H,(Y,-l)+~,, t=1,2 ,..., (3.1) 
where E, has a strictly positive density on IR. First, recall that under condition (Cl) 
we have derived the LAN property of the above model. In this section, we shall be 
concerned with the ULAN property and the regularity of the score function which 
in turn could be used to derive both the null and the non-null limiting distributions 
of various test statistics and to construct a class of asymptotically optimal one-step 
MLEs of 8. We begin by stating the regularity condition on the density of E, : 
Consider the location family of the densities {f(x - a), --OOC Q < 00) where f 
denotes the density of E,. Assume that the condition in (E) below holds. 
(E) There exists a positive constant c and random variables Ml, A& and A& 
such that for all x and a with -c < a < c, 
Idi log f (x - ajlaa’l s Mi(X), i = 1,2,3, (3.2) 
and 
E~z,[Mi(x)]<~, i = 1,2,3. (3.3) 
Remarks. Condition (E) is the usual condition on the density of E, in the literature 
(see, for instance, Lehmann, 1983, Chapter 6) and the following densities can be 
shown to satisfy condition (E): 
1. Normal distribution: 
f(x) = (2~a’)-“~ exp( -x2/(2a2)), where o2 is assumed known. 
2. Mixture of normal distributions: 
f(x)=(1-p)(2~)-““exp(-~x’)+p(2~o’)-”’exp(-x1/(2~2)), 
where g2 and p are assumed known. 
3. t-distribution with degrees of freedom n 3 3: 
where B( 0, l j is the standard Beta function. 
In order to establish the ULAN property and the regularity of the score function, 
it will further be assumed that the following condition (C2) (which is a stronger 
verion of (C 1)) is satisfied. 
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(@2) For each i, j, k = 1,2, . . . , p, there exist random variables ai( Y, -! , O), 
Pij( r,-1, 0) and yijk( Y,_, , 19) and a positive constant c such that for all g with 
@81cc, 
( K--,)/a@il s ai( V,--* 9 O) 9 ( LWt~ejl s Pjj( K-1 ‘z e), 
( Y,-*)laeiaejaelil s Y@( Y-* 9 e), 
and PJ L, 0) and ?iJ L, 0) are square integrable under PO. Furthermore, 
EO[cyi( K-1 9 e)/2+a <m forsome6>0. 
We now state the 
and the regularity of 
partial derivatives of §,,( 0) with respect to 0, i.e., 
two lemmas needed in the derivation of the UkAN property 
the score. We shall denote by Wn( 0) the normalized first-order 
(S&.0 
W&l) = -n-“‘7: p Xp matrix. 
We have under P,-probability, 
where r(e) is defined in (2.16). 
f. First, note that 
+n-’ 
)1 "a'H,( Y,_,) f(&,) 
I1 f=l de2 1 f (5) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3;@ 
where E, = “P I - y -,) and the prime indicates the differentiation. Then the lemma 
follows from the ergodic theorem and the independence of Y+, and E,. Cl 
in bounded h, 
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intrOdUCing to represent the upper bound of h. i.e., l/11 S it follows from t 
Taylor expansion of i( &) at 0, = 8 that, for all n suficiently large, 
(O,j)- wj(0)la 
1 
,t, ILy(e)l I~j(e)llii ;( Y-l ,>I 
Wllii Y, - HB$ v,-,,,l 
,=I 
+ i Iai( Iffj(0)ll 
I=, 
- i Iriioll~( v, - HH;( Y,-,,>I 
I=, 
where /, i’ and I’ are first, second and third order derivatives of logf(x) with 
respect to X, respectively, cu( 0) and l/,(a) represent ((u,(e), _ . . , ap( t?)jT and 
(rij,(W, - l l 3 yup( Oj)‘, and 0: is between 9,, and 0. Defining D,,,_, as 
o,,,-, = H,,( K-1) - H*( Y,-,), (3.9) 
we have 
f II Y, - H,:l( Y,-,)I =f (E, - Q?,rd* 
If we can verify, under &probability, 
SUP D1.P,I 4 0, 
,5,5n 
(3.110) 
then, using the ergodic theorem and the boundedness of h, we can conclude 
SUP I w&k)- w,w)l =opW, (3.11) 
h 
where the sup is taken over bounded h. The lemma follows readily from (3.11). 
now remains to verify (3.10) to complete the proof. First note that 
1 D, ,-,I s la( o)[ M/dn . for all suf’Gcient!y !arge .r, 
where a( 0) denotes, as before, (a,( 0), . . . , a,,(0)jT. Consider for E > 0, 
From the fact that ICY( has a moment of or 
is of smaller or an 1/(Jra)“‘. Conse 
Equation (3.10) is then verified and hence the lemma follows. Cl 
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The ULAN property and the regularity of the score S,,( 0) for the nonlinear 
autoregressive process given in (3.1) are presented in the following theorem. 
Under conditions (E) and (C2), we have: 
(i) A, has the ULAN property. 
(ii) The score Sn (6) is regular. 
(iii) For any &-consistent estimator T,, of 0, 
S,,(T,,)=S,,(tI)-r(8)6(T,-0)+-o,(l) underla,. 
(i) and (ii): First note that from the expansions of the log-likelihood and 
the score S,,(O), it follows 
A, = hTS,,(0)-;hTW,,(O:)h (3.12) 
and 
S&%?) = S*(0) - W&G)h, (3.13) 
where 0: is between the line segment of O,, and 0 where 8, = 8 + h/A. The results 
in (i) and (ii) immediately follow from Lemma 3.2. 
The proof of (iii) is omitted since it essentially follows from (ii). 0 
We now turn our attention to a class of asymptotically optimal one-step MLEs. 
Let T, be a preliminary &-consistent estimator of 0. Then it follows readily from 
Lemma 3.2 that 
Wn( T,) -$ r(O) under PO7 (3.14) 
where Wn( 0) denotes, as before, -6’I* as,, ( 8 )/ae. Consequently, I?~, a one-step 
MLE of 0, can be written as 
& % + W,‘( T,,)S,,( T,)n-‘I*. (3.15) 
It is a regular estimator of 8 and it is asymptotically optimal among the class of all 
ators of 0, i.e., 
and 
h( & - 0) : N(O, r-‘( 0)) under P,, 
-e)A -1 1 (8)) 
eore to tests o osite hypotheses 
is presented in the foilowing section. 
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esting eari 
In this section, we shall be concerned with the problem of testing the hypothesis 
that { Y,, t 3 0) is a first-order linear autoregressive process. Let us suppose that the 
problem of testing linearity is equivalent to the following parametric test: 
H: 8i = OiO against K, : e, e,()+ h,/Jsal 
where 8 (&, &JT with 8, being r-dimensional and O2 being (p - r)-dimer.sional 
and O2 is treated as a nuisance parameter in both H and K,. First, recall that the 
exact expressions for the information r( 0) is not available for most of the non-linear 
time series models. It is then a usual practice to replace r(e) by its consistent 
estimator Wn( T,) where T, is a &-consistent estimator of 0 whenever r( 0) appears 
in the expressions of various test statistics. This does not aifect the asymptotic 
distributions. 
Let us consider three test statistics Qin, i = 1,2,3, for the test in (4.1), where Qln, 
Q2,., and QJn stand for the likelihood ratio statistic, the Wald statistic and the Rao 
score statistic, respectively. Partitioning Wn( 0) in accordance with 8 = (8,) 02)T as 
wm = [ 
w,(e) W,*(e) I [ w*‘(e) w’*(e) -1 wzd 0) wz*( a = w*'(e) w**(e) 1 ’ (4.2) 
WV) = [ w,,(e) - w,,(e) w;;(e) w,,wi-1, 
we obtain modified iesi statistics Gin, i = 1,2,3, defined by 
A 
Q In =2 10g[Ln(~n)/ LnC~,)19 (4.3a) 
A 
Q 2n = t~(e^,, - e,o)T[ wll(6n)]-~@,n - elo), (4.3b) 
A 
Q 3n = s,(~~)Tw”(e^,)s,(~,), (4.3c) 
where in = (i,,,, 62n)T l IS a one-step MLE of 8 defined in (3.15) and e^, = (&, &)‘, 
and i20 denotes a one-step MLE of O2 under H. The following results are then 
immediate consequences of Theorem 3.1. 
heorem 4.1. Under the same conditions as for Theorem 3.1, the three test statistics 
dejned in (4.3) are asymptotically equivalent and the common null and the non-null 
limiting distributions are given by 
with A*= h~[P’(&J]-‘h, under Kn, 
(4.4) 
where xzSA? stands for the noncentral chi-square distribution with r degrees of freedo 
and the noncentrality parameter A ‘, and t+.., =(&,, 02)T. Cl 
In what follows, we discuss applications to some specific nonlinear autoregressive 
processes. 
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Exampk 4.1. TAR(l) model. Let Y,, Y, 9 . . . , Y,, be observations from TAR(l) 
model. Using a reparametrization, it is seen that the model is equivalent to 
Y, = 8, Y,-, + 8-, Y,, + E,, (4.5) 
where 0, < I, 0, + 8? < 1 and 0,( &+ 0,) < 1. Consequently, the problem of testing 
linearity reduces to 
T-i: o2 = 0 against K, : t& = h,lfi. 
It is not difficult to see that the reparametrized TAR( 1) model in (4.5) has the LAN 
property with the score S,,( 3) and the information r( 0) defined by 
Sn( 0) = -n-1’2 
n K-1 fw z( > f-l K-l f(G) 
[ 
Yf-, 
W) = E@ ( y,l)2 
( KJ2 
( y,l)2 l ic, 
I 
44.6) 
(4.7 j 
where f denotes the density of E,, E, = Y, - 8, Y,_, - t&Y,, and 
iF = E[f~~,~lfwlZ- 
The LJLAN property and the regularity of Sn( 0) can also be obtained from Theorem 
3.8. Consequently, & for i = 1,2,3, defined in (4.3) can be constructed from (4.6) 
and (4.7) and it follows directly from Theorem 4.1 that the limiting distributions of A 
Q in9 i = 1,2,3, are identical and the common limiting distribution under H is xf 
and under K,, it is a noncentral ~f,~l with h’= hi/r”( 0,) where 6” = (&, 0)‘. 
EAR(l) mode!. Consider the EAR( 1) model specified by 
Y,=[el+e2exp(-8,Yf_,)lY,_,+~,, (4.8) 
where 1 e,l< 1, & > 0 and E, has a strictly positive density on 08. For simplicity, we 
take eJ = 1 (without loss of generality). 
The problem of testing linearity is then equivalent to the following parametric test: 
H: & = 0 against K,, : O2 = h2/& 
It can be vel,,. A that EAR( 1) model specified in (4.8) with t& = 1 has the LAN 
property and the corresponding score and information are given by 
Sn( 0) = _n--‘/2 ” Q Y ,-I Y,_, exd(:Y; ,) > fw Sh)
r(e) = EH 
Yf-, Yf_, exp(-Yf-,) . 
Yf_, exp(-Yf_,) Yf_, exp(-2Yf_,) .l” 1
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
, as before, E[f’( E, )/.f(r, )I’. Using (4.9) and (4.10), we find the 
on limiting distributions 
both under H and K,, can be obtained as an application of Theorem 4.1. 
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higher order models 
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Suppose that Y,} is sequence of variables generated the kth 
stationary and nonlinear time of the 
Y,=H,,,,,,[Y,-,,~,(~)l+~.~-tH,,,,,,[Y,-,,~,(k)l+&,, r=1,2,..., 
(5.1) 
where {E,} is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, {z,(t)}, . . . , {z,(k)} are zero mean 
independent processes each consisting of q-dimensional i.i.d. random vectors which 
are independent of {E,}, O(i) for i = 1, . . . , k are each p-dimensional vectors of 
unknown parameters so that the number of parameters to be estimated is pk, Hi,eti, 
is a known function of Y,+, z,(i) and O(i), i = 1,. . . , k, and z,(l), . . . , z,(k) and E, 
are independent of Y\, s < t. As special cases, the following kth order nonlinear 
time series models belong to this class: 
1. The kth order random coefficient autoregressive process 
Y, =[e,+z,(l)]Y,_,+= l l +[e,-tz,(k)]Y,_,+E,. (5.2) 
2. The kth order threshold autoregressive process 
Y,=[e,(l)Y;-,+&(L)Y;-,I+= l l +[e,(k)Y;_,+e,(k)Y,,]+E,. (5.3 
Throughout this section, we shall assume that Assumptions 1 and 2 in Section 2 
are satisfied. It will further be assumed that the parameter space 0 is an open subset 
of the pk-dimensional Euclidian space. First, note that denoting by MT .f and 
g,(Y, Iv,-, 9. l . , y,J the joint distribution function of z,(l), . . . , z,(k), the density 
of E, and the conditional density of Y, given I’, +, l . . , Y,+ respectively, 
$N(Y,I::‘, -19 l l . , y,__,J can be written as 
&(_Yt Iv,-* 9 l l l 9 Yd = 
I[ 
f y, - i ~i.fdYr-i, im) dM, 
I 
(5.4) 
i=l 
where O=@(l), . . . , 6(k))TE 0. 
Let US define 4,(&, 0) = [g,,,( Y, 1 Y,-, , . l ., Yd/gd K 1 Y,_l,. . . , K-dl”‘~ The 
log-likelihood ratio n,, based on Y, + . . . ? Y!, , Y, , . . . , Yn, conditional on the first 
k-variables Y, + . . . , Yo, can be expressed as 
A,, =2 i i0g +,(e,,, e), e,, = et-h/&i, (5.5) 
r=l 
where 8 is a fixed parameter value in 8 and h is a pk x 1 vector of constants. 
The following theorem (Theorem 5.1) establishes the LAN property of & 
(5.5). First, consider the following regularity condition which is analogous 
condition (C) in Section 2. 
in 
to 
(B) For i=l,..., k, there exist random variables fl( ;,( Y,-; J and positive 64) 
stants ci such that for all g(i) with l;(i) - O( i)l < cj, 
l~f4.~~i,( L, z,(Q)lWi)l s KHt ;,( K-A (5.6) 
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and 
1 
2 
*(r)( H/,--i) cm, (5.7) 
where the prime denotes the differentiation. 
. Under condition (B), we have the LAN prope,!pty of A, with 
and 
S&?) = 2rr-“2 i 4,(@ 
r=l 
r( 6) = 4&J&( 0)&T< e)]: pk x pk matrix, 
where 
&(N = - 
If[ Y, -zf=l Hi,fl(i)( K-i9 z,(i))l dM 
2 J.f[ U, -Cr=, Hi.eci,( Y--i, z,(i))1 dM 
e The result follows if we show that +f(d*, 0) has the derivative in quadratic 
mean &(0) defined in (5.8). The derivation of the derivative in quadratic mean of 
@,( 8*, 8) follows as in Theorem 2.1. Cl 
We now turn our attention to the kth order nonlinear autoregresssive process 
obtained from (5.1) by letting z,(i) for i = 1, . . . , k be zero: 
Y,= ;: i,H(ib( yf-i) + &t* (5.9) 
i=l 
Omitting details, we remark here that the results in Theorem 3.1 (the LJLAN Property 
and the regular of the score) continue to hold if condition (C2) in Section 3 is 
satisfied for all (iJ( Y,_i), i = 1,. . . 9 k. Consequently, a class of asymptotically 
optimal one-ste LEs can be obtained. 
ne can co -sider the hypothesis 
: The true model is a kth order linear autoregressive process. 
utions of the likelihood 
statistic and the ao score statistic immediately follow 
c” score. The details are omitted 
ratio statistic, the 
from the LJLAN 
cess { Y,, t 2 0) as defined 
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in ( 1.29), i.e., 
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where {E,} are i.i.d. random variables with the density f of a double exponential 
distribution, i.e., 
f (4 =i expi-l&,1), --oo< E, coo. (6.0 
Note that this is a non-standard problem in that f(q) is not differentiable with 
respect to E, at E, = 0, and hence the proof of Theorem 2.3 cannot be directly 
applicable for establishing the LAN property of the above model. 
Under the same condition as for Theorem 2.3 ( condition (C 1) in Section 
2), the above model possesses the property with the score S, ( 0) and the information 
r(O) given by 
S,( 0) = n-“’ i: W-0) sgnb,) (6.2) 
,=I 
and 
r(N = E,[(vH,-,ie))iv~,-*ie))‘l, 
where VHt_,(e) denotes, as before, aH,(Y,_,)/iM and 
if ip4 
otherwiie . 
rocof. The proof will follow if we show 
lim sup E, 
h-t0 
i{+,(O+Ah, d)- l} 1 
2 
of EJhTVH,_,(0)sgn(e,)]‘, 6.3) 
where 
4hie+ Ah, 0) = If 1 K - HI)+*,,i L)l/f [ Y, - ~I4 Lm”‘~ 
Since E, is independent of Y,_, , we have 
where S = hh’VH,_,($ with g being between 8 + Ah and 8. 
To evaluate (6.4), define f(x) as 
-$ expi-x) if 4t > 
“0 ) X = 0 
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hollowing the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we ~0~~~~~~ 
I ‘x2 {~-~}2 de, s ~hZ[hTVH,_,( e”)]2. -CC 
Taking expectation on both sides in (6.6) and then using the dominated convergence 
theorem, we obtain (6.3) and hence complete the proof. El 
The above results can easily be extended to the model defined in (1.28) with {E,} 
satisfying (6.1). Under the same conditions as for Theorem 2.1, it can be verified 
that the results in Theorem 2.1 (and hence Theorem 2.2) continue to be valid with 
f’ replaced by f in 
ent 
(6.5). The details are omitted. 
We are grateful to the referee for a careful reading of the paper and constructive 
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